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Abstract—This paper presents a modified Gerchberg-Saxton
(GS) iterative algorithm applied to the pattern synthesis of
reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RIS). Specifically, a scalar
Fresnel-like transform pair that is specifically designed to fulfill
the demands of RIS applications is developed; this transform
pair allows the farfield to be expressed in angular terms,
while the nearfield remains in the planar form. The paper
presents analytical and full-wave results that are based on a
108 GHz liquid crystal (LC)-based 20x20 reconfigurable reflectarray metasurface model, which is intended for applications in
THz wireless communications. The synthesized beams presented
include: amplitude-variable four-beam multibeam, seven-beam
vortex multibeam, and circular beam. Compared to traditional
beam synthesis methods, such as the genetic algorithm (GA)
and the particle swarm optimization (PSO), the modified GS
algorithm proved to be much faster in performing RIS beam
synthesis. Additionally, GS also has the additional advantage of
not needing a meticulously designed analytical cost function to
perform effectively.
Index Terms—Gerchberg-Saxton, metasurfaces, pattern synthesis, phase retrieval, reflectarray, reconfigurable intelligent
surfaces, THz, wireless communication.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RIS have recently emerged as an important enabling technology to address two key challenges of THz communications
for 6G: the severe path-loss that necessitates beamforming and
easy obstruction of THz line-of-sight signals by both large and
small objects. In a reflect or transmitarray configuration, RIS
can be used as an energy-efficient alternative to the conventional analog, hybrid, and digital beamforming technologies.
The applications of RIS have become increasingly widened,
as demonstrated in recent researches with varied focuses on
topics such as THz holograms, focusing, and MIMO [1]–[3],
THz communications with RIS-empowered low-earth-orbital
satellites [4], coverage/channel estimation studies on THz
communications with RIS [5], [6], and many more. By acting
as an intelligent relay element, RIS can also support non-lineof-sight paths for THz communication where the line-of-sight
path is blocked.
In any RIS application, an algorithmically complex inverse
problem needs to be solved in order to configure RIS for a
given scenario, e.g., for a binary-coded RIS, what on-off con-

figuration of the unit cells will produce the desired reflection
pattern. Especially for applications such as beamforming and
beam tracking, which involves nomadic and mobile users, fast
and computationally efficient algorithms are required in order
to enable real-time coding and re-coding of RIS.
Traditionally, this task of solving the complex inverse problem has been dealt with optimization routines such as the GA
and PSO [7]–[10]. While these methods are capable of finding
the global minimum/maximum, they are time-consuming and
require careful design and tuning of the cost functions. In our
previous work [10], the GA optimization took around three
to five hours to achieve an acceptable four-beam multibeam
synthesis. The GS algorithm, on the other hand, despite being
less capable in arriving at globally optimized solutions, can
attain acceptable results within seconds (for a 20x20 sized
reflectarray structure), making it, if not an alternative, then an
important addition to the global optimizers such as GA and
PSO for array pattern synthesis.
The GS iterative algorithm was introduced in the 1970s as a
method of tackling the phase retrieval problem encountered in
imagining fields. Recent researchers have applied this wellknown algorithm for holographic metasurfaces [11], where
the relation between the device plane and hologram plane
is closely analogous to the diffraction and image plane used
traditionally. With a simple propagator and the use of Fourier
transforms, one can conveniently transform between the image
and diffraction plane (or between the metasurface device plane
and the hologram plane). However, modifications must be
included in order to apply the GS algorithm to reflectarray
pattern synthesis. This is due to the fact that the antenna
array farfield is often expressed in angular terms, whereas
the holographic plane is a precise location in space. Furthermore, the array pattern arises from a summation of spherical
waves rather than plane waves. These differences meant that
the traditional Fourier transform is not as straightforward to
implement; rather, a Fresnel-like transform is more suited for
the application.
The most notable achievement of the modified GS algorithm
is the speed of convergence. In our previous works [10],

Fig. 1. Vector formulation of the farfield-nearfield transform pair. The green
box is the feed source, the blue square is the RIS surface, the purple patch is
the individual antenna elements on the RIS, the black circle is the farfield or
observational space, which is a semi-sphere enclosing the top of the RIS.

[12], [13], as well as other groups’ work on diode-based
refletarrays [7], [8], optimization algorithms such as the GA
and PSO are used. These traditional algorithms take much
longer to converge due to their nature of selection from
populations/swarms, which requires the generation of large
numbers of calculations at each iteration. As a comparison, our
GA multibeam optimization routine takes, on average, three to
five hours in order to obtain a satisfactory four-beam farfield
result; the GS algorithm takes around 10 seconds on the same
computer to achieve similar levels of results.
This paper 1) introduces the precise formulation of the
Fresnel-like transform pair 2) presents scalar simplifications
that enable the application to reflectarray metasurfaces, 3)
applies the theoretical formulations to a modified GS iterative
algorithm for reflectarray phase retrieval and pattern synthesis
and demonstrates effectiveness through different synthesized
fairfield patterns, and 4) verifies the validity of the algorithm
with full-wave simulation on a 20x20 LC-based binary phase
reflectarray model.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Transform Pair
In Fig. 1, we illustrate the problem set-up: our reflectarray
metasurface is represented by the blue square, and the farfield
is the semi-sphere that encloses the top space of the square at
a faraway distance ( λ).
In our vector formulation of the farfield-nearfield transform
pair, which is essentially originating from a Huygen-Fresnel
integral, with the diffraction and image plane replaced by
the farfield (E) and nearfield (J) in our case, we can see
that the integral equation, (1), is essentially an element-byelement summation (the indices m, n represent the element
row and column number) of the EM propagation in vector
form. The EM propagation initiates from the feed source to
the reflectarray surface element, with the propagation vector
of ~rf , and then to the observation point, with vector ~rd . The
vector rmn
~R describes the position of the mnth element. The
integral S covers the summation over the surface of the
individual reflectarray element. The resulting farfield electric
field is observed along the black semi-sphere on top of the
RIS surface. For many vector formulation applications, such

Fig. 2. Scalar formulation of the farfield-nearfield transform pair, where the
nearfield is expressed in terms of the Cartesian coordiantes x and y, while
the farfield is expressed in angular coordinates θ and φ.

as RIS pattern synthesis of holograms, the observation field
will be a flat plane.
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The farfield E is related to the surface current J, in the
case of a RIS. This is due to the integral relation between
the antenna farfield and surface current: the radiation pattern,
or farfield, is known as the Fourier transform of the surface
current. It is important to note that the vector transform pair is
calculating the farfield electric field strength at a precise point
in the observational space. Hence, it is useful for applications
such as holographic pattern synthesis, where the exact location
of the field intensity in space is needed to be known. In our
case, where we are attempting to perform antenna pattern
synthesis and thus only needing to know the electric field
intensity along a specific direction, we will be synthesizing
for E(θ, φ), without the dependency on the radial component
r, or approximating r as infinity.
The scalar formulation, described by eq.2 and illustrated in
Fig. 2, is what we will be employing in our application. This
formulation is based on the premise that the observation point
is infinitely far away, and the observation farfield electric field
becomes E(θ, φ), which is only angle-dependent. Resulting
from the farfield approximation, the individual vectors from
the array element to the observation point (~rd in fig.1) will
become parallel to the vector from the coordinate center to
the observation point (~r).
Now the observation point is infinitely far away, in order to
describe the resulting phase difference arising from the path
difference among different array elements, we can simply analyze the phase shift due to a coordinate shift: by doing ~rmn · r̂.
In doing so, we arrive at the phase shift due to coordinate
shift, along the observation direction. In layman’s terms, if one

Fig. 3. An illustration of the sequence of the GS algorithm. 1) The
initialization with the intended farfield profile, 2) the transform into nearfield,
3) the omission of nearfield amplitude and retainment of nearfiled phase, and
4) the transform back into the farfield region. Lastly, the phase from 4) is
combined with the intended amplitude in the new iteration.

would picture the observation direction or observation plane
at infinity, the differences in the phases of EM propagations
from each antenna element are due to the path difference that
is resulting from the coordinate locations of the individual
elements with respect to the feed source and observation direction. These phase differences, when concluded at the farfield
plane, are simply resulting from the coordinate locations of the
array elements. With the scalar transform pair, we now arrive
at a simpler and more suitable expression for array pattern
synthesis, which allows us to work explicitly with directional
electric field profiles, E(θ, φ).

Fig. 4. Four-beam profile, with stronger beam at the center. a) the retrieved
surface phase configuration, b) 3D illustration of the normalized linear electric
farfield and c) the 2D decibel electric farfield.

R
integral S is embedded within the dimensional coordinates x
and y. It is important to note that the variables of transform
(ones that are dependent on i, j and x, y) are stored in matrices
in a meshgrid format, through MATLAB: this helps to expedite
what would otherwise be a quadruple summation.
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C. GS

B. Simplified Scalar Transform Pair
Upon expansion of the scalar transform pair (2), with
simplification and neglecting the normalization constants, we
arrive at the simplified scalar transform pair, as described in
(3). This will be the transform pair that we will be using in
the modified GS algorithm.
In (3), m, n represent the indices mth and nth antenna
element on the reflectarray surface. i, j represent the indices
of farfield space: our farfield is defined as θ = 0 → π/2 and
φ = 0 → 2π and i, j runs through each quantized spatial
fraction within these domains. Our reflectarray is a phaseonly model, meaning that the pattern synthesis can only be
achieved through the manipulation of reflection phases, while
reflection magnitudes are kept constant.
 This means that the

nearfield transform EN = ei arg E N = eiΦmn , where Φmn
is the phases on the (m, n)th unit antenna element. The surface

In Fig. 3, we demonstrate the general steps through an
iteration of the GS algorithm applied to reflectarray phase
retrieval. With this algorithm, we intend to retrieve the phase
profile of the nearfield (where the individual antenna elements
lie on), given an intended farfield profile. In each step, we distinguish between the real (magnitude) and imaginary (phase)
part of the farfield/nearfield. In the first step, we generate a
desired farfield electric field magnitude profile that we intend
to achieve, and then associate that with a zero/constant phase
profile. In the second step, we transform the farfield E into
nearfield/surface current J via the integral relation, and in
doing so, we arrive at a complex J that has both magnitude
and phase terms. In the third step, we obtain the phase part
of the nearfield J, which is what we intend to retrieve, and
then reset the magnitude part of J to be zero. This is due to
the fact that we know our reflectarray surface is a phase-only

Fig. 5. Four-beam profile, with weaker beam at the center. a) the retrieved
surface phase configuration, b) 3D illustration of the normalized linear electric
farfield and c) the 2D decibel electric farfield.

synthesis, meaning that only the phase is being manipulated
to achieve the intended farfield profile, while the magnitude
is being kept constant. In the fourth step, we transform the
new nearfield J back into the farfield region, using the newly
retrieved phase distribution. The final step is to retain only the
phase term of the updated farfield and combine that with the
intended farfield before another iteration of calculation begins.
III. R ESULTS
In this section, we present the results on synthesized beam
patterns. These beams are modeled to be reflecting off from a
20x20 (in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5), 60x60 (in Fig. 6) and a 100x100
(in Fig. 7) element LC-based reflectarray metasurface, with an
omnidirectionally radiating feed source that is located at 10λ
above the center of the device. The specifics and theoretical
modeling of the LC reflectarray metasurface can be found in
our previous publication [10].
Firstly, there are two sets of variable-magnitude four-beam
multibeam results, as presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Here we
demonstrate the ability to not only control the exact locations
of the four beams, but also the magnitudes. In Fig. 4, we have
a roughly two times stronger center beam (at θ = 0◦ , φ = 0◦ ).
In Fig. 5, we have a roughly two times weaker center beam.
The four beams are located at θ = 0◦ , φ = 0◦ , θ = 25◦ , φ =
45◦ , θ = 15◦ , φ = 180◦ and θ = 35◦ , φ = 315◦ . For these
calculations, the GS took around five iterations (around twenty
seconds of computation time) to arrive at the presented results.
In Fig. 6, we have increased the dimension of the device
to achieve high multibeam counts while maintaining low
beamwidths. Here we demonstrate a seven-beam profile that
follows a vortex-like spatial progression, where the beam that
extends the furthermost from the center possesses the highest
amplitude. This kind of pattern could be potentially applied
to a scenario where a connection further away needs to be
established with stronger signal gain (in order to overcome

Fig. 6. Seven-beam vortex profile, from a 60x60 reflectarray metasurface. a)
the retrieved surface phase configuration, b) 3D illustration of the normalized
linear electric farfield and c) the 2D decibel electric farfield.

the high path-loss in THz waves), while the connections closer
to the device may be maintained at a lower signal strength.
For the seven-beam profile, the GS algorithm took around ten
iterations (around one hundred seconds of computation time)
to arrive at the presented result.
The circular beam profile, which is presented in Fig. 7,
is a demonstration of the flexibility of the modified GS.
Traditionally, if one were to synthesize more complex beam
patterns with GA or PSO, an intricate cost function must
be established. With the modified GS algorithm, we can
simply “draw” the desired electric field profile and insert it
as the initializing farfield amplitude matrix. For the circular
beam profile, it took fifty iterations (around ten minutes of
computation time, due to the large number of reflectarray
elements) to arrive at the presented result.
As a verification process, we performed a full-wave simulation with the phase configuration presented in Fig. 5 a). For the
full-wave simulation, since we have used a binary phase (either
0◦ or 180◦ ) control surface [10], we have thus transformed the
phase obtained in Fig. 5 a) into binary phases. Notice here that
the mainlobe strengths are roughly 4 dBi weaker than that was
shown in the analytical results, in Fig. 5. Two of the main
contributing factors are: 1) quantization error, which results
from the fact that we are lowering the “resolution” of each
“pixel” from a continuous degree of phase variation (0◦ −360◦ )
to a binary degree of phase variation (0◦ or 180◦ ), and 2), the
full-wave simulation factors in material losses and intricate
EM effects such as edge, surface, and coupling effects.
We must, however, point out that, despite being a fast
phase retrieval algorithm that allows us to quickly tackle
array pattern synthesis, the modified GS algorithm has the
drawback of tending to easily reach local minimums, and
when such is the case, extending the search/optimization
outside of the current region/path may be more restricted
than traditional algorithms such as GA and PSO. Nonetheless,

Fig. 7. Circular-beam profile, from a 100x100 reflectarray metasurface. a)
the retrieved surface phase configuration, b) 3D illustration of the normalized
linear electric farfield and c) the 2D decibel electric farfield.

GS has shown great efficiencies in RIS pattern synthesis and
thus can always be used as a first-hand solution; if further
fine-tuning optimizations are needed (such as side-lobe-level
reduction), more suitable global optimizers can then be used,
with the retrieved phases as input populations/swarms.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a Fresnel-like transform
pair and simplified the relation into angular-positional form,
which is suitable for array pattern synthesis. We have then
incorporated the transform pair to the principle concepts in the
iterative GS algorithm and applied it to problems associated
with the RIS surface phase retrieval. With the modified GS
algorithm, we demonstrated the capability to retrieve specific phases and produce phase-only pattern synthesis for:
1) variable-magnitude four-beam multibeam, 2) seven-beam
vortex multibeam and 3) circular beam. Last but not least, we
also verified our findings with a full-wave simulation, given
the phase configuration retrieved. For future works, we would
like to further explore the flexibility and functionalities within
the modified GS algorithm as a pattern optimizer, in order
to avoid using external global optimizers, and thus saving
computational time. To achieve this, a deeper understanding of
the relation between the initialization electric field input and
intended optimization parameters is needed.
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